Juiced: Baseball Slugger Mark McGwire Admits To Steroid Use . 12 Jan 2010 . Former slugger Mark McGwire, the Cardinals' new hitting coach, admits to using steroids during his baseball career and apologizes for his Flashback: St. Louis Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire becomes Home Run Slump Tests Confidence of Rookie Slugger Mark McGwire Mark McGwire (right) talks with former Chicago slugger Sammy . 24 Feb 2010 . Mark McGwire's brother reveals himself as the one who introduced the former slugger to steroids, and questions his brother's claim that he used Mark McGwire - Photo 1 - Pictures - CBS News 15 Jan 2010 . That didn't stop the former Cardinals and Giants All-Star slugger from There's a lot of finger-pointing by Mark McGwire, Van Slyke continued. Mark McGwire - Orlando Sentinel 30 Oct 1987 . It's two hours before game time and the Oakland Athletics clubhouse is almost empty by the time Mark McGwire leaves the trainer's room and Baseball slugger Mark McGwire admits to using steroids 15 Jan 2010 . Mark McGwire (right) talks with former Chicago slugger Sammy Sosa at Wrigley Field in 1998. McGwire admitted this week that he used St. Louis Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire watches the flight of his 69th home run in the third inning off Montreal Expos pitcher Mike Thurman at Busch Stadium Mark McGwire's brother, Jay, says he introduced the slugger to st . Timeline of the career of slugger Mark McGwire, who hit 583 home runs, 70 in 1998, and admitted he took performance-enhancing drugs for much of his career. Arizona Diamondbacks to Hire Mark McGwire? - Venom Strikes Mark McGwire is baseball's first slugger since Babe Ruth to hit 50 or more home runs in consecutive seasons. The St. Louis Cardinals' first baseman was the Mark McGwire Biography (Baseball Player) - Infoplease 12 Jan 2010 . Mark McGwire, the St. Louis Cardinals slugger whose home run legacy was tainted by performance-enhancing drug allegations, admitted MARK MCGWIRE Signed 70 HR's Louisville Slugger Baseball Bat COA in Sports Mem, Cards & Fan Shop, Autographs-Original, Baseball-MLB eBay. McGwire admits to using 'roids - NY Daily News 11 Jan 2010 . Mark McGwire, whose inflated statistics and refusal to address his past came to symbolize a synthetic era in baseball history, acknowledged 25 Oct 2009 . The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reports there's a strong chance former slugger Mark McGwire - rumored to have used performance-enhancing Mark McGwire - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia St. Louis Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire follows through with a solo homerun against San Francisco Giants pitcher Kirk Rueter 27 July, 1999, in San Francisco Mark McGwire — Timeline of the career of slugger Mark McGwire Mark McGwire was another too-good-to-be-true slugger nabbed during the Steroids Era. Add your own asterisk to his stats. ?Throwback: Mark McGwire Sets NL Record With 57th Home Run Of 1 Sep 2015 . September 1, 1998: St. Louis slugger Mark McGwire hit his AL-record 57th home run. McGwire broke a 68-year-old record, previously held by Retired slugger Mark McGwire admits using the steroids, HGH . 8 Sep 2015 . McGwire would finish the season with 70 home runs — a record that stood until San Francisco Giants slugger Barry Bonds clubbed 73 long balls. Former slugger McGwire might return to baseball as St. Louis This article will deal with how to authenticate Mark McGwire game used bats. In his early years he used both Louisville Slugger and Rawlings (Adirondak) Big Former slugger Mark McGwire admits steroid use throughout 1990s . St. Louis Cardinals' slugger Mark McGwire speaks to the media about Barry Bonds' 70th home run before the Cardinals-Astros game, 05 October, 2001 in St. Mark McGwire Signed 70 HR's Louisville Slugger Baseball Bat . ?? Feb 2013 - 2 min - Uploaded by CourtsideTweethttp://www.courtsidetweets.com This is a vintage commercial for Super Sluggers, a video about OAKLAND -- Honesty proved futile for former A's slugger Mark McGwire, as his voting numbers dropped in his first post-PED confession appearance on the . McGwire passes Maris - Sep 08, 1998 - HISTORY.com Mark David McGwire (born October 1, 1963), nicknamed Big Mac, is an . Probably best known as one of the top sluggers of his era, McGwire ended his St. Louis Cardinals' slugger Mark McGwire speaks to the media 11 Jan 2010 . mark-mcgwire-home-run-record-steroids-111.jpg Associated PressMark McGwire broke baseball's home run record for a single season in 1998 St. Louis Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire follows through with a Oakland Athletics slugger Mark McGwire hits the Athletics 3000th team home run, May 29, 1996. Mark McGwire and Geronimo Berroa each homered as the Mark McGwire Game Used Bat Guide - mcgwire.com 4 days ago . With Turner Ward out as hitting coach, the Arizona Diamondbacks could be bringing in former slugger Mark McGwire to be the new hitting Mark McGwire Slugger! - Kennys Bookshop & Art Gallery On September 8, 1998, St. Louis Cardinal Slugger Mark McGwire hits his 300th career home run, breaking Roger Maris' record for most home runs in a . Ex A's slugger Mark McGwire loses Hall of Fame support MLB.com Mark McGwire Slugger!: Rob Rains, Sports Publishing Inc, The . Hardcover, Slugger. 47 pages, colour photos. Cateogry: (J) Children / Juvenile. BIC Classification: BGS; WSJT. Goodreads reviews for Mark McGwire Slugger! Ex-St. Louis Cardinals slugger Jack Clark: Mark McGwire among Mark McGwire - 500 Home Run Club - The Most Inspiring Sluggers . Biography of Mark McGwire, The steroid-enhanced slugger who broke the single-season home run record in 1998. St. Louis Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire watches home run No. 69 (CNN) -- Mark McGwire admitted Monday that he used steroids during his 1998 season with the St. Louis Cardinals, when he broke Roger Maris' long-standing Super Sluggers Commercial With Mark McGwire Barry Bonds Mike . Perhaps Mark McGwire's most famous home run as an Oakland Athletic was in Game 3 of the 1988 World Series against the Los Angeles Dodgers. McGwire's